Scientific Data Analysis Using Neural Networks as Exemplified in Defining the Factors Impacting the C-reactive Protein Level
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Abstract

The article describes the approaches, involving the usage of medical information systems as a tool for clinical and biological studies. The example describes the technology and technique to automate the medical and clinical studies, conducted to define the factors, impacting the level of inflammatory response marker—C-reactive protein level for the patients with ischemic heart disease. The toolset includes the artificial neural network to analyze the overall situation based on the analysis of various parameters and their interdependencies. Technology and technique are implemented as software module of medical information system of the branch of Institute of Cardiology “Tyumen Cardiology Center”.
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Introduction

During the recent years, there are significant qualitative changes in the medical automation in the Russian Federation. These changes are related to the shift from separate local software products for specific purposes (patient accounting, medical equipment data processing, etc.) to medical information systems (MIS), which cover all these functions as a whole [1].

Though there are a lot of MIS in the market, they basically support three major objectives of information support for medicine:

− accounting and planning of services and resources (doctors’ schedule, medicines, medical services etc.)
− electronic maintenance of a medical case, including the functionality of the advising systems [2–4];
− reports generation for insurance companies, Federal Compulsory Medical Insurance Fund, Medical Information and Analytical Center (MIAC), etc.

Thus MIS act as accounting systems, relieving the medical specialist from routine tasks.

Materials and Methods

It is important to note that one of the results of MIS implementation is the accumulation of digital medical data about a patient, ready for automated processing and for scientific studies [5,6]. It provides a technological possibility for qualitative MIS shift from accounting system to scientific medical information system (SMIS). SMIS preserves all MIS functions and is used by doctor-researcher, providing the functionality to gather and analyze the required data. Usually, the required data are exported from MIS database via SQL queries and then are processed in statistical modules. This approach doesn’t require MIS modification but has its disadvantages: researcher should know the database structure and have SQL skills. "Manual" work also implies the data formatting for specific application.

An alternative approach is to analyze data directly in MIS. Following tasks should be done to make it possible:

1. Data for study should be described in meta-tables in advance. Thus a doctor will be able to define the required data in own terms without knowing the database structure;
2. Develop “scientific” software modules for data analysis with standard statistical and/or neural network methods;
3. Develop the toolset to define the query criteria and module (or set of modules) for subsequent query processing and data export.

This approach doesn’t require the modification of existing software modules in MIS, but requires having the new modules to be developed and included in MIS. It should be noted that the doctors, experienced in mathematical statistics modules, can continue using them. But in the meantime, they receive a new possibility to analyze data directly in MIS using well-known statistical methods and neural networks (NN), which are currently very promising for medical data analysis. An artificial neural network (ANN) refers to a mathematical model inspired by biological neural networks [7].

We analyzed the data set based on the Tatyana Petelina’s, Natalia Musikhiná’s, Ludmila Gapon’s scientific research. This research has been approved by the branch of Institute of Cardiology “Tyumen Cardiology Center.” We obtained written informed consent from all participants in the study.

Some description of a data set is represented in Tables 1 and 2.

In this study, we use NN models. We can present following reasons to use NN for the analysis of medical and biological data [8,9]:

1. NNs are trainable. During its education, NN can discover complicated dependencies between input and output parameters even when statistical methods don't show that;
2. You can use NN during process formalization to solve the issue that is hard or impossible—when you can't consider all the conditions impacting the solution;
3. In case of missing a priori knowledge about the data or in case of large number of parameters, NNs usually provide the faster and more efficient solution which is usually not worse than the same, provided by statistical methods after a thorough analysis of the data structure;
4. Significant accumulated experience in development and implementation of the artificial neural networks makes it possible to get the skills of NN operation and start using it in practice after a relatively short period of time.

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are processors that are trained to perform a particular task, such as a classification, prediction, or control task. ANNs are designed to perform work analogous to functions typically implemented within the cerebral cortex [10].

ANNs consist of an interconnected group of artificial neurons, and they process information using a connectionist approach to computation [7]. ANNs employ nonlinear mathematical models to mimic the human brain’s own problem-solving process, by using previously solved examples to build a system of “neurons” that makes new decisions, classifications, and forecasts [11]. ANN is a complex and a flexible nonlinear system with exclusive properties consisting of robust performance in dealing with noisy or incomplete input patterns, high fault tolerance, and the ability to make generalizations on the basis of the input data computation [7]. ANN is often applied to model complex relationships between inputs and outputs or to find patterns in data. In clinical medicine, ANN models have been applied in the diagnosis of diseases such as myocardial infarction [12]. ANN models have also been successfully used to predict trauma mortality and in clinical decision-making in the management of traumatic brain injury patients [13,14]. A previous study compared the LR and ANN models used in the prediction of living setting after hip fracture [15]. A study using artificial neural network was undertaken to develop mortality prediction models in children admitted to pediatric intensive care unit [16].

Results

In this study, NN is used to analyze the factors with nonlinear impact on the level of inflammatory response marker—C-reactive protein (CRP) [17] level for the patients with ischemic heart disease (IHD) and with the various manifestation of the disease—stable and unstable angina. List of factors are represented in Table 3.

MIS of the Tyumen Cardiology Center and some included software modules with implemented neural networks of various architecture were used as a toolset for the study.

Algorithm for the development of the neural network to define (assess) the factors impacting the inflammatory response
marker—C-reactive protein level for the patients with ischemic heart disease using the neural network is presented below:

STEP 1. Data preprocessing, including the definition of ordinal and categorical variables, coding and normalizing.

STEP 2. Development of several neural networks with various architecture. The number of hidden layer nodes may affect the performance of the ANN classifier [18].

STEP 3. Teaching the resultant neural networks using various education techniques.

STEP 4. Definition of the most efficient neural network.

STEP 5. Sensitivity analysis of the variables to define predictor impact on final value.

Software implementation of the described algorithm helps to define the CRP level for the patients with IHD of various manifestations. Neural network with MLP 81-56-2 architecture (multilayer perceptron) has shown the maximum efficiency for the first group of patients (with stable angina): teaching efficiency = 98.25; testing efficiency = 60. Cross entropy was used as error function and logistic function was chosen as a transfer function. Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm was used to teach the neural network.

Neural network with MLP 74-51-2 architecture (multilayer perceptron) has shown the maximum efficiency for the second group of patients (with unstable angina): teaching efficiency = 100; testing efficiency = 50. Cross entropy was used as error function and logistic function was chosen as a transfer function. BFGS algorithm was used to teach the neural network. The architecture of the artificial neural network is considered in Figure 1.

Sensitivity analysis has shown that CRP level for both patient groups (with stable or unstable angina) is impacted by the same factor

to the different extent. Analysis of the implemented neural networks has shown the impact of these factors on CRP level for the patients with stable or unstable angina. Analysis results are summarized in Table 4.

### Discussion

Based on derived results, it was concluded that the comparative analysis of inflammatory response marker—C-reactive protein level for the patients with ischemic heart disease with originally stable and unstable angina can define the dependencies and cause-effect relations between IHD factors.

Comprehensive meta-analysis of the results and CRP studies [18-21] has shown that this marker has the same or even higher impact on vessel wall than blood pressure or cholesterol level. Constantly increased CRP is a serious risk factor for recurrent vessel damage.

CRP level can vary significantly among the patients with stable IHD [22].

CRP increase for the patients with high total cholesterol and low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-cholesterol) rapidly increases the risk of myocardial infarction. Such patients need treatment with surgery more often; acute myocardial infarction is also more frequent for such patients than for the same patients group with unstable angina and lower CRP level.

Thus the algorithm to analyze the factors impacting the CRP level for the IHD patients via the neural networks helps to define the hidden nonlinear dependencies and discover the predictor impact on final value. Algorithm is implemented in the module of the branch of Institute of Cardiology “Tyumen Cardiology Center” medical information system.

### Conclusion

The results show that dynamic control over the provided laboratory markers for the patients from both groups will have high forecast value to develop and implement the measures for the timely correction of medicine treatment and thus for decreasing the cardiovascular complications risk.
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